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Abstract 

Web applications that provide rich features and graphics are becoming more 

widespread on the Internet nowadays. Mass customization and configure-to-order 

features appear more often in web applications and are very demanding on bandwidth 

and standards support from browsers. 

This thesis investigates on the issues related to optimization of rich content rendered 

for browsers on mobile devices. It proposes a lightweight framework that solves issues 

of rendering on the server and client for the mobile browsers. The solution addresses 

optimization features such as minification, customized content rendering for mobile and 

other solutions by using the Wireless Universal Resource File (WURFL) – a device 

capabilities database. A demonstrator application with configure-to-order features is 

discussed at the end, along with how the optimization features were applied in the 

demonstrator. 
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Sammanfattning 

Webbapplikationer som innehåller avancerade funktioner och grafik börjar bli allt 

vanligare på Internet nu mera. Användaranpassning och konfigureringsfunktioner börjar 

bli allt vanligare i webbapplikationer och är väldigt krävande vad gällande bandbredd och 

standardstöd från webbläsare. 

Denna essä undersöker problem relaterade till optimering av innehållsrikt material 

som renderas på webbläsare för mobila enheter. Den förespråkar ett resurssnålt ramverk 

som löser problem med rendering på server och klienter för webbläsare till mobila 

enheter. Lösningen är optimeringsegenskaper som minification, rendering med anpassat 

innehåll för mobila enheter etc. som sker genom användning av Wireless Universal 

Resource File (WURFL) – en databas för enhetens functioner. I slutet diskuteras en 

demonstrerande applikation och hur de optimerande egenskaperna implementerades i 

den. 
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1. Introduction 

Mass customization and the interaction of the end user with applications that provide 

possibilities to configure-to-order a product are trends that influence many industries 

nowadays. There are many technical issues associated with applications that offer these 

kinds of possibilities. In many cases the use of these applications on mobile devices can 

bring even more benefits to the business model considered.  

One of the technical issues in this context is the need to develop separate 

applications targeting a PC-platform and several mobile platforms. A solution for this 

problem is to provide a web application that users can access both on a PC-platform and 

a mobile device. However, what we observe from experience is that a web application 

developed for a desktop browser is almost developed again or needs substantial redesign 

to meet the usability requirements for a mobile web application. Many of the 

requirements and usability considerations in the development of mobile web applications 

found in [1] look very intuitive, but also need major changes in a finished desktop web 

application. 

In the case of applications developed for large organizations the most practical 

solution is to develop a separate web solution for each platform. An approach that is 

even more convenient to the end-user is to develop native applications for each platform 

that may be needed. This provides maximum response and the best user experience. 

However, may be inconvenient for organizations that cannot spend a lot of resource on 

development and maintenance of these applications. 

1.1. Statement of Purpose 

The issues addressed in this thesis are related to the development of a lightweight 

platform that enables an integration specialist or developer to provide components 

without the double-coding effort. This means that the developer will not have to take 

care about issues of optimization for mobile rendering and will be able to indicate the 

difference in design and content to render in the easiest way. Several architectural 

decisions have to be taken here in order to enable the platform to match certain mobile 

devices to content that needs to be rendered. Also, the decision on how we discriminate 

between different mobile browsers and devices is important in this context. 

1.2. Contents and Functional Evaluation 

In order to make the scenarios practical and realistic, the improvements presented are 

used in a context of a configurator application that demands rich features. Targeting this 

type of applications we tried to solve the issues mentioned before by providing 
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components that may cater to the needs of a PC browser and a mobile browser. The 

thesis also discusses usability problems associated with components developed for the 

desktop and mobile browser. 

We found many good development recommendations in [2]. These are more related 

to iPhone development. However, this book does not directly address the issues we 

discuss in this work. Other publications as [3], which is a very recent compendium of 

research on the key issues surrounding the design and evaluation of mobile user 

interfaces is very good material for the latest research developments in mobile interface. 

Even though many of the publications in this handbook target problems such as the 

physical environment and social context in which a device is being used and the impact 

of multitasking behavior typically exhibited by mobile-device users. 

Many other sources that we consider important in the field of interface design and 

interaction are covering more general concepts. For example, in [4] readers may find 

some great concepts from the latest research on interface design. We have also been 

influenced by some examples of the best latest applications for the iPhone found in [5]. 

The proposed project objectives for this thesis consisted of a technical issue and a 

practical issue to be solved. For the technical issue, we addressed the development of a 

lightweight platform that takes care about issues of rendering to specific browsers by 

implementing a concept we called device profiling. A device profile is used to detect and 

offer a set of features to a certain class of mobile browsers. 

To illustrate the practical use of the platform and as a demonstrator, a configurator 

application where customers customize clothing products was developed. The 

application uses the lightweight platform developed previously and introduces several 

components built on top of it. It offers functionality that enables a user to configure a 

garment in the browser. This family of applications is very demanding on rich features. 

That is why this demonstrator was used to show the benefits of the improvements we 

worked on previously. The objective here was to offer an application that is “real” in the 

sense that it contains the graphics and features one would find in a configurator 

application. 

Chapter 2 of this thesis consists of a short research on the issues related to supporting 

rendering to mobile devices. In the Overview section you will find an explanation of why 

we need different content to be rendered for mobile devices. In section 2.2 Summary of 

Best Practices, we discuss the characteristics that make the interface different and 

approaches taken to address that. The explanation there comes with an insight on 

advantages and disadvantages of the different approaches. The section called Solving the 

Problem on the Web Server investigates the approaches taken to render different content on 

the web server and introduces WURFL, the device capabilities database. Two mobile 

web frameworks are presented in this section – Mobile JSF and MyMobileWeb, along 

with explanations of when these can be used and what they do not solve. Solving the 

Problem on the Client is an explanation of how we found client scripting libraries useful for 
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the issues discussed in this thesis. Chapter 2 finishes with an overview of content 

optimization that one can implement for the mobile devices. 

In the Introduction to Chapter 3, we explain why a lightweight framework supporting 

a component-based solution was chosen for the implementation. Section WURFL 

Integration and Device Profiling shows how the implementation can benefit from a device 

capabilities database. In Supporting Content Optimization and Minification we explain how 

content optimization was integrated with device profiles. The sections in Chapter 4 

discuss the features of the demonstrator application and the components developed for 

it. It also contains a summary of the functional evaluation. 
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2. Supporting Different Rendering for Mobile Web 

Applications 

Addressing issues related to transforming regular web applications into applications 

convenient for use on a mobile device needs a broad view on the differences between 

these kinds of applications, technical specifics of mobile devices, usability concerns and 

other related aspects of development for this domain of applications. In this section we 

will give a summary of details that need to be addressed in order to develop regular and 

mobile-targeted web applications side by side. The information presented also contains a 

brief overview of best development practices and solutions available in the industry.  

In this thesis, as a convention and for shortness we will use the name of desktop web 

applications for web applications developed for the wide variety of desktop browsers. 

This includes browsers such as Firefox, Opera, Internet Explorer, Chrome, Safari etc. 

These applications are considered to be part of the desktop web. The name of mobile 

web applications and mobile web will be used when considering all web applications 

designed for use on mobile devices. These applications are specifically designed to be 

rendered by browsers such as the Android browser, Firefox for mobile, Opera mobile, 

Safari mobile etc. These conventional names have been used in several sources including 

[1] and we found them short, explicit and comfortable to use for topics discussed in this 

thesis. 

2.1. Overview 

A description of the mobile web that characterizes very well and in short the 

differences between the two ecosystems states that the mobile web uses the plumbing of 

the desktop web adding new MIME types, markup languages, document formats, and 

best practices to provide web content optimized for the small screens, resource 

constraints, and usability challenges of web browsers on mobile devices. [1] 

The Mobile Web introduces new components into the web ecosystem, including: 

 Markup languages and styles optimized for mobile devices  

 MIME types that differentiate mobile markup from desktop HTML 

 Browser clients with a wide variety of capabilities 

 Network proxies that further adapt your content to cater for those 

clients. 

 

An important fact to mention is that mobile web development becomes a separate, 

new discipline from development for desktop browsers. There are many reasons why it 

differs from desktop web development. The following paragraphs provide a summary of 
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the reasons for these differences. These characteristics have been divided into three 

groups as device characteristics, characteristics of use and software characteristics. 

Device Characteristics. The Mobile Web has new best practices derived from the 

unique attributes of mobile devices. Devices vary dramatically in form, screen size and 

resolution. Because the screens are much smaller than desktop monitors completely 

different design and usability standards must be followed. This usually results in the need 

to offer different page layouts.  

Bandwidth consumption is a concern, even for smartphones. Rich Web 2.0 features 

such as JavaScript frameworks and Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) must be 

used carefully. Operators frequently control and block traffic to Mobile Web sites. 

Transcoding proxies often attempt to reformat mobile markup en-route to a mobile 

browser. Finally, defensive programming is essential to reduce exposure to transcoders 

and mobile network problems [1] [6]. 

Characteristics of Use. Mobile web users have unique usage patterns and navigation 

methods. Mobile users are keenly goal-directed and location-aware. Roaming in and out 

of coverage areas, mobile users count network access problems among the top factors 

affecting the Mobile Web browsing experience. Cellular data network performance varies 

and some users may be on tariffs that charge by megabyte [6]. Also, it is important to 

consider that the average session length for a mobile user could be about five times 

shorter than for a desktop web application [1]. That is why developers must carefully 

consider optimization of content for mobile web applications and plan content for the 

shorter session time span. 

Software Characteristics. The mobile browser has unique benefits, however partial and 

flawed implementations of web standards are commonplace. Improperly formatted web 

pages can have drastic effects on mobile devices, including crashing the browser or 

resetting the device. Advanced web features such as JavaScript and AJAX are highly 

desirable but drain battery life [1]. 

2.2. Summary of Best Practices 

Considering the differences described previously there is a number of best practices 

available for high usability of mobile web sites and applications. Some characteristics of 

popular mobile web sites structured by type of application, service type and features are 

presented in [1]. However, what we tried to do instead is to separate these characteristics 

into logical groups in a more generalized way. This results from the fact that even web 

sites with very different purposes share the same usability characteristics. The following 

is a list of common characteristics of mobile web sites with a high degree of usability 

presented in several logical groups [1]: 
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Functionality/Content 

1. It is most important to port the key functionality of a web site or application to 

the mobile version. 

2. Only those features needed by a mobile user go into a mobile web site. This 

depends a lot on the purpose and audience of the site and results from the need 

not to overwhelm the mobile version with too much content. 

3. The smartphone version of a web site often includes a link to the desktop version 

of the site because the mobile browser is capable of displaying the desktop 

version, although the user will need to zoom in to find particular information. 

4. The mobile versions use security certificates and the HTTPS protocol when the 

main features of an application are security critical (banking, financial operations). 

5. The mobile versions also have help sections in order to help the beginners 

understand the web site. 

6. Many mobile versions allow for extensive sharing through e-mail, SMS, and 

social widgets. 

7. There are minimal or no advertisements published on the mobile web sites. 

 

Layout/Design 

1. In the smartphone version, the width of the navigation is not fixed for a 

particular device but is set at 100 percent to accommodate devices of different 

dimensions. 

2. If the web site contains large blocks of information that can be displayed 

individually on the mobile screen, so there’s a detail view for each. 

3. The layout allows the information to flow linearly downward, so the user can 

scroll down for more news blocks, headlines, and so forth. 

4. Large information blocks (like news or articles) are grouped into multiple 

categories, shown linearly in the normal mobile version and as a dropdown in the 

smartphone version. 

5. There is no horizontal scroll that might appear in the desktop version. 

 

Optimization 

1. The basic mobile version is optimized for bandwidth – plain text with optimized 

images. 

2. Offering versions of a mobile web site optimized for mass-market mobile devices 

and smart phones accommodates more customers. 

3. Popular applications try to accommodate a wide range of users by having 

multiple mobile versions of the web site. 

 

Considering the characteristics of mobile web applications a developer has three 

main architectural options for a solution that targets mobile applications [6]: 

Rely on support for standards. Create a desktop web application and rely on mobile 

browsers to render it acceptably.  

Advantage: It is the cheapest option to implement and maintain and there is no extra 

effort on maintaining several versions of the web site.  
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Disadvantage: It gives the worst end-user experience. The latest smartphones may 

render the content well, but users will still be forced to zoom and scroll horizontally. 

Also, older devices and feature phones may fail to render content. 

 

Solve the problem on the Web Server. There are straightforward ways to determine on 

the server what device is accessing it or at least determine the characteristics of that 

device, such as its screen size and input method, and whether it’s a mobile device – it can 

run different logic and output different HTML markup. 

Advantage: This method provides maximum flexibility because there is no limit to 

how differentiated the markup can be. It also makes efficient use of bandwidth as the 

server can send optimized markup for the corresponding device. 

Disadvantage: Often makes a developer repeat the effort or code, creating multiple 

slightly different copies of the same markup and code. Also, device detection on the 

server is not trivial. It requires a database of known device types with their characteristics 

and is not guaranteed to accurately match every incoming request. The number of 

devices and browsers in the mobile market is rapidly growing, that is why it is not easy to 

keep this up-to-date. 

 

Solve the problem on the Client. Using techniques like progressive enhancement, CSS 

media queries and client scripting that adapts to the browsers that runs it, a developer 

can create applications that conform to high usability standards. 

Advantage: Client scripts can optimize the rendering for the specific device in use. The 

solution shares the server-side logic in this case and there is minimal duplication of code 

or effort on the server. 

Disadvantage:  If there is a big difference between the mobile and desktop versions of 

the application it can be difficult to optimize it on the client. This method is also 

inefficient in use of bandwidth. The server may have to transmit the markup and styles 

that apply to all possible devices, even though the target device will only use a subset of 

that information. 

 

The solution adapted in a certain case can be a trade-off somewhere in between the 

architectures discussed above. For example, a developer might consider different content 

on the web server for desktop and mobile layouts. Then she may also use client-side 

adaptable scripting to target various kinds of browsers and devices. 

2.3. Solving the Problem on the Web Server 

The model for support of mobile web application development is quite different in 

each separate technology that could possibly be used on the web server. In this section 

we will give a short summary of different models taken to offer support for mobile on 

the web server. However, instead of just enumerating features in different server 

technologies we will try to analyze what the approaches taken are, what are the benefits 

and drawbacks of each of them. 
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The support in the previous generations of web server technologies mostly included 

WAP, WML, and cHTML. The design of those technologies was oriented around the 

mobile phones that were common around 2005 and earlier. As the support for HTML 

has become the ubiquitous markup language for mobile browsers rendering the proper 

markup and optimized content has become more important. 

The key prerequisite for all server-side techniques for supporting mobile devices is to 

know what device the visitor is using. The characteristics most important here may be 

screen size (physical and in pixels), input method, supported media and data formats and 

other device capabilities. Most usually it is better to make decisions based on 

characteristics than, for example model number. 

An important instrument in the hands of a developer is the server-side available 

database for client capabilities. However, if this is not enough for a certain technology a 

developer can use the Wireless Universal Resource File (WURFL) project [7] that offers 

more extensive capabilities data. The support for the data available through WURFL can 

be added by using any of the open source modules available for most of the major server 

technologies. 

2.3.1. Creating Independent Mobile-Specific Content and Logic 

It is often convenient to redirect mobile visitors to the content and logic designed for 

mobile devices using HTTP redirection. Usually with this approach the client would be 

redirected only on the first request in the browsing session. The following is a code 

example that could be used in ASP.NET. This is part of the Global.asax.cs file, which is 

a code file with handlers for different web application events [6]: 

void Session_Start(object sender, EventArgs e) 

{ 

    // Redirect mobile users to the mobile home page 

    HttpRequest httpRequest = HttpContext.Current.Request; 

    if (httpRequest.Browser.IsMobileDevice) 

    { 

        string path = httpRequest.Url.PathAndQuery; 

        bool isOnMobilePage = path.StartsWith("/Mobile/",  

                               StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase); 

        if (!isOnMobilePage) 

        { 

            string redirectTo = "~/Mobile/"; 

 

            // Could also add special logic to redirect from certain  

            // recognized pages to the mobile equivalents of those  

            // pages (where they exist). For example, 

            // if (HttpContext.Current.Handler is UserRegistration) 

            //     redirectTo = "~/Mobile/Register.aspx"; 

 

            HttpContext.Current.Response.Redirect(redirectTo); 

        } 

    } 

} 

Code Sample 1 Example of Code for Redirection Logic. 

2.3.2. Enhancing the Redirection Logic Using WURFL 

The redirection logic shown above may be sufficient for a certain application, but it 

won’t work if there is a need to disable sessions, or with mobile browsers that reject 
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cookies, because it won’t know whether a given request is the first one from that visitor. 

Using the WURFL data [7] a developer can enhance the redirection logic as much as 

needed by a certain application. 

For example, in the context of ASP.NET the 51degrees.mobi open source project [8] 

offers a module that provides WURFL data to a web application. It is able to work 

without depending on ASP.NET Sessions (and hence cookies) by storing a temporary 

log of hashes of visitors’ HTTP headers and IP addresses, so it knows whether or not 

each request is the first one from a given visitor [6]. 

Since this approach usually involves some duplication of code logic it is important to 

factor out any common business logic or data access code into a shared underlying layer 

or service. Otherwise, the effort of creating and maintaining the application is double. 

2.3.3. Custom Mobile Rendering through a Framework 

Another approach that might be considered in order to provide support for mobile 

on the web server is to create a framework that takes care about rendering the same 

server components into different markup for different mobile clients. This could 

eliminate the duplication effort needed in case of the redirection logic approach. 

2.3.4. A Library Addressing Custom Rendering 

An implementation following this approach is the Mobile JavaServer Faces kit, 

originally published by Ericsson. The Mobile JSF kit consists of the open source licensed 

MobileFaces core library, a developer's guide and sample applications to help Java EE 

developers to simplify the development of web applications for desktop web browsing 

and mobile browsing. 

MobileFaces abstracts the difficulties in the development of mobile applications, and 

enables rendering of different page content for different end devices based on one JSF 

page. Because of this, MobileFaces can highly reduce the amount of time needed for 

mobile application development, maintenance and extension [9]. 

In addition to the Mobile JSF kit, there are several solutions packages, based on 

MobileFaces, for supporting rich media technologies and mobile web 2.0. The main 

purpose of these packages and the Mobile JSF Kit is to provide resources to developers. 

The applications deliver content and services for the open mobile channel, enabling 

mobile browsing in the same way as desktop web browsing. 

The MobileFaces architecture includes a servlet filter that examines the user agent 

information on the incoming request. The architecture also extends the JSF 

RenderKitFactory to load up RenderKits for XHTML-MP and WML in addition to the 

Standard HTML RenderKit. The extensibility of the JSF architecture allows a developer 

to create additional RenderKits. Based on the user-agent it will create the appropriate 

RenderKit that will render the markup in the JSF Render Response Phase. MobileFaces 

also includes a small library of custom tags to use in pages and these can be used along 
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with the Standard HTML JSF tags [10]. The following picture is a view on the layering 

and functionality provided by Mobile JSF:  

 

Figure 1 Mobile JavaServer Faces Layering and Functionality (adapted from [11]). 

Even though Mobile JSF looks good in the way it is addressing some architectural 

problems, it also has many limitations: 

1. Mobile JSF’s device database contains only a minimal set of devices with a 

minimal set of properties. The device database considers the user agent 

information in order to discriminate between different rendering scenarios. This 

allows the framework to send the correct markup to each device, but this is in 

most cases not enough to render quality markup. 

2. Mobile JSF does not use more extended device capabilities information, for 

example information from WURFL.  It does not have standard support for 

WURFL. 

3. CSS media queries selection mechanisms that can be used with Mobile JSF are 

not as flexible as other mechanisms that may be provided (for example style 

overriding). 

4. Content selection based on CSS media queries is neither efficient nor feasible in 

terms of bandwidth consumption. Selecting content at the server side might be 

far more efficient. 

2.3.5. A Larger Framework using Content Generation 

Another framework that addresses the matters enumerated above is MyMobileWeb. 

MyMobileWeb is an open source, standards-based software framework that simplifies the 

rapid development of mobile web applications and portals. MyMobileWeb encompasses 

a set of technologies which enable the automatic adaptation of applications to the target 

delivery context (browser, device, network, location …), thus offering a quality user 

experience [12]. 
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The runtime architecture of MyMobileWeb addresses rendering to different delivery 

contexts with a much more fine-grained approach. At the server side, the request is 

initially processed by Server Platform component, which delegates the recognition to the 

Delivery Context Management. The context is a container that holds all the model data 

items, and it is structured hierarchically in different scopes (application, session, use case, 

view, etc.). 

 

There are two kinds of events that the framework will take care about:  

Application-specific events. These events have to do with the functionality of the 

application and are treated by specific handlers (methods of well-known Java classes or 

event attributes of SCXML) provided by programmers. 

MyMobileWeb-specific events. These events are common to all applications and are 

related to the functionalities provided by MyMobileWeb. These events are handled 

automatically by MyMobileWeb, so application developers need not worry about them. 

Application-specific event handlers decide on how to process an incoming request. 

Typically they will call application operations to get more data to be put into the model 

and, finally, a redirection to the next view (identified by a logical name) will be made. At 

this point, MyMobileWeb will be responsible of locating the appropriate JSP page 

according to the delivery context. This JSP page will render the presentation and will 

resolve all the data and content bindings with the help of runtime libraries. The runtime 

will also resolve common issues such as pagination of contents, selection of the best 

images etc. The figure below shows the main architectural components in 

MyMobileWeb: 

 

Figure 2 MyMobileWeb Runtime Architecture.(adapted from [13]). 
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As it can be observed from the architecture, MyMobileWeb realizes a very good 

separation of business logic (Application Operations in the picture), event handling and 

data binding depending on the context. 

The key ideas in MyMobileWeb include creating content in a standards language for 

the description of device-independent user interfaces and then separate the content, logic 

and data access depending on the context for which rendering is performed. After the 

content has been created and the use cases for different contexts are provided, the 

framework generates the pages for each separate use case. A developer provides 

separately the images, multimedia content, messages and literals and the framework will 

apply transcoding and optimization for the different contexts. 

MyMobileWeb is based on several standards including W3C’s XForms 1.1 [14] and 

DISelect 1 [15]. Considering these standards MyMobileWeb has the initial content 

developed in a language called IDEAL 2 (Interface Description Authoring Language). 

The syntax in IDEAL 2 is very similar to XHTML to help developers pick it quickly. 

Once the developer has defined the application use cases, XML authored units and 

look and feel, it has to be run an automatic code generation tool that processes IDEAL 2 

and the style sheets to generate: 

 JSP pages, that will render the user interface specified in IDEAL 2. 

 Validation descriptors which will be used to perform automatic validations 

on the server side. 

 A set of Javascript functions in charge of performing local validations for 

devices with client-side scripting capabilities. 

 
The following picture explains how content is generated during the application 

development process in MyMobileWeb: 

 

Figure 3 MyMobileWeb Application Development (adapted from [16]). 
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At runtime, these JSP pages, in collaboration with a set of libraries and components, 

will be in charge of rendering the presentation according to different delivery contexts. 

This architecture, based on pre-generated pages, provides the best performance, as there 

is no execution of XSLT or similar at the server side. As it can be observed in the figure 

above, a JSP page is not generated for each device. The framework generates as many 

pages as needed, typically one for each markup technology. If there are redefinitions of 

presentations or styles, then more JSP pages are generated to satisfy those requirements. 

Besides of that, developers need to specify: 

 Event handlers (Java classes or SCXML) for the treatment of events triggered by 

each visual control. 

 Application Operations (Java classes) that will be in charge, when needed, of 

getting new data or performing business logic operations (in collaboration with 

services). 

 Application resources, typically tiny images that will decorate the user interface. 

Developers can provide multiple variants of a resource and MyMobileWeb will 

select the best instance for each delivery context. For more complex scenarios, 

MyMobileWeb provides a transcoding component capable of adapting resources 

dynamically [16]. 

 

MyMobileWeb is addressing most of the issues related to the generation of optimized 

content for different devices. Typically, a developer will drop parts of the content in a 

desktop web application to provide the content for a smartphone. Then, she might 

change the content layout and styling. MyMobileWeb will help a lot with content 

differentiation up to this point. What if more improvements are needed, for example on 

a smartphone, the developer needs to breakdown a large screen into smaller ones; 

provide transitions between them using Javascript for a better experience. This is where 

automated content generation will not help that much. However, a framework like 

MyMobileWeb will do the bulk of the work that can be automated and maybe even more 

important – provide a proper separation between the scenarios and use cases needed. 

2.4. Solving the Problem on the Client 

Most of the issues related to delivering the right content and experience for a mobile 

user can also be solved on the client. There are a number of frameworks based only on 

client scripting that are able to provide the right content and experience for different 

devices. As these frameworks are intended to provide the best experience on capable 

devices they tend to rely on support for the latest HTML, CSS and Javascript standards. 

The approaches taken for application development in these frameworks may be 

different. Some of them tend to provide a high abstraction over Javascript and turn 

application development into something more similar to desktop application 

development. Other frameworks are Javascript libraries that handle well rendering on 

different devices. 
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2.4.1. Client Scripting Libraries Supporting Mobile 

Other frameworks consider providing support for mobile devices by offering a layer 

of functionality that leverages the mobile device capabilities. For example, Sencha Touch 

targets browsers of the Android and iOS operating systems with a very good support for 

touch-screen events, HTML5, CSS3 and Javascript [17]. 

Most of these Javascript frameworks tend to be object-oriented and support an event 

model. This makes a development experience be very similar to developing components 

for a desktop application. Object-orientation and events are not directly supported by 

Javascript, however the language has enough mechanisms to emulate this behavior in 

components. We will present in short some important parts of the object-model in 

Sencha Touch, which are types that we used during development. This gives a general 

understanding of the main features that were considered for the framework. 

 

Figure 4 Sencha Touch Base Types. 

It is easy to notice how similar the types and hierarchy of this framework are to a 

library of components for desktop applications. The diagram contains only a small subset 
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of what the types contain in reality. Sencha Touch is actually a descendant of a product 

called Ext JS created by the same software vendor. Ext JS has been designed for desktop 

browsers. While using Sencha Touch we could observe that the designers and developers 

took a subset of functionality from Ext JS in order to keep the library both functional 

enough and small for use with mobile devices, so there was also a lot of optimization 

involved. 

The Ext.Element type on the left side of the class diagram is a wrapper type for 

DOM elements. The Element is the heart of the library as most of what is done involves 

getting access to elements and performing actions on them. Element wraps most of the 

DOM methods and properties that a developer needs, providing a convenient, unified, 

cross-browser DOM interface. The Element.get() method provides internal caching, so 

multiple calls to retrieve the same object are incredibly fast. The most common actions 

performed on DOM nodes are built into direct, cross-browser Element methods 

(add/remove CSS classes, add/remove event handlers, positioning, sizing, animation, 

drag/drop, etc.) [18] 

The components hierarchy in 0 starts with type Observable that introduces events 

and functions to handle events for the components. Ext.Component is a base type for all 

components. If the required UI control does not need to contain any other controls, that 

is, if it is just to encapsulate some form of HTML which performs the requirements, then 

extending Ext.Component is appropriate [18]. If the required UI control does not have 

its size managed by the layout manager of its Container, then an extension of 

Ext.Component is the best option. 

If the required UI control is to contain other UI elements then Ext.Container is the 

appropriate class to extend. Ext.Panel is already a finished component descending from 

Ext.Container. If the required UI control must have a header, footer, or toolbars, then 

Ext.Panel is the appropriate class to extend. Classes which extend Ext.Panel are usually 

highly application-specific and are generally used to aggregate other UI components in a 

configured layout, and provide means to operate on the contained Components [18]. 

Besides of the above base classes Sencha contains a lot of functionality related to 

AJAX features, JSON and JSONP requests, data structures etc. The library is indeed very 

simple to start with even for a developer who does not have an extensive experience with 

a large, functional Javascript library. 

2.4.2. High Abstractions over Client Scripting 

One of the frameworks that consider a different abstraction compared to what 

developers ordinarily use on the web is Cappuccino [19]. Cappuccino is a Javascript 

client library that builds a high abstraction over the underlying web technology for the 

application developer. The intention is to make the application code look more like code 

written for desktop applications. 
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Cappuccino is implemented using a new programming language called Objective-J, 

which is modeled after Objective-C and built entirely on top of JavaScript. Programs 

written in Objective-J are interpreted in the client, so no compilation or plugins are 

required. Cappuccino builds a high abstraction of the complexities of traditional web 

technologies like HTML, CSS, or even the DOM. As a result, the developer works with 

objects similarly to programming graphics for a desktop application [19]. 

2.5. Optimization of Mobile Web Applications 

A very important aspect of development for mobile web applications is the 

optimization of the content. It refers to optimization of markup, styles and images for 

the application. This usually consists of a set of post-processing techniques that prepare 

the content for transmission across a mobile network. The goal of performing mobile 

web optimizations is to reduce a web document to its smallest possible file size without 

disturbing its functionality or introducing extra latency. Also, the intent is to deliver the 

reduced document with caching directives to coerce the mobile browser to cache the file 

appropriately [1]. 

Some essential steps for the optimization of content are described in [1], where the 

authors also give examples of code for optimizations. We will present a short summary 

of these optimizations in order to give an idea of what exactly are the targets for 

optimization. 

2.5.1. Minimizing External Resources 

This is one of the most basic optimizations for mobile markup and its goal is to 

reduce the number of linked external resources. A linked resource can be a style sheet, 

JavaScript library, image or any other type of file that is embedded into the markup 

document by linking to the remote file. 

The motivation behind this optimization consists in the fact that external resources 

require an expensive and frequently slow mobile network connection to retrieve the 

content. Once retrieved, each resource requires browser memory to render and in some 

cases, file system space to cache [1]. 

The following are the steps helping to minimize the external resources linked to a 

mobile web document: 

1. Use no more style sheets than absolutely necessary; ideally only one. 

2. Use no more Javascript libraries than absolutely necessary; ideally only one. 

3. Minimize the number of images in the document, making sure that every image 

used is absolutely necessary for the page design and functionality. 
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2.5.2. Minification 

The next step after minimizing the number of external resources is minification. 

Minification is the process of removing the unnecessary comments, whitespace (spaces, 

tabs and line breaks), and markup tags and attributes that serve no purpose in the 

document. The resulting document is minified when it contains valid syntax and no 

unnecessary whitespace characters. Minification is the software industry term for removing 

unnecessary content from a web document [1]. 

Minifiers are available as file-based postprocessors or as core features of the runtime 

language. Even though whitespace and comments enhance the human-readability of a 

web document, improving both the learning and debugging experiences, the efficiency 

costs for mobile are high. Whitespace and comments do not affect the structure or 

presentation of an XHTML document, but they can constitute 30%-50% of its file size, 

especially when documents are generated by runtime frameworks [1]. 

In the case of CSS documents, minification means removing unnecessary comments 

and whitespace, limiting style declarations to styles used in the mobile web application. In 

CSS, minification can also include shortening selectors to lengths of one or two 

characters. This is performed together with minification of XHTML markup used to 

reference commonly used style names. 

In the case of JavaScript documents comments and whitespaces are removed, but 

also function and variable names could be shortened to one or two characters. The more 

risky alternative for JavaScript minification will include changing the function interface. 

This requires modification of markup documents that use scripting. A less risky 

alternative is to minify Javascript without changing the names of variables and functions. 

Software libraries that implement JavaScript minification include options for choosing 

how aggressively to minimize script file size. 

2.5.3. Adapting and Transcoding Images 

Another possibility for adaptation is to review images for adaptation and transcoding 

opportunities. Images can be adapted in two ways. They can be reduced to the smallest 

possible file size or transcoded into the best format supported by the mobile browser.  

When considering reducing the file size, dimensions can be reduced, but this is more 

a design and testing concern. The designer is supposed to consider reducing the file size 

without impacting the site’s readability or usability. The number of colors in the image 

can also be reduced. This can be implemented by using device databases. The resulting 

image should contain the same number of colors or fewer than supported by the device. 

Size can also be changed by manipulating compression of file size.  

There are two ways to implement the above optimizations: static or on-the-fly 

optimization [1]. Static transcoding means that an image is saved in multiple sizes and 

formats. On-the-fly image transcoding employs a modified version of a caching proxy 

server to transcode a static image into the best format for the mobile browser.  
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3. Designing a Component-Based Solution 

After considering a certain number of issues related to designing mobile web 

applications the idea that follows is to come up with a solution that would provide 

application developers with a unified approach in component development. In our 

opinion, one of the ways of implementing a solution in this context is to provide a 

package with certain functionality for base components. A developer can thus inherit 

from base components that address optimization and use client scripting to properly 

render both on mobile and desktop. 

The functionality thus provided in the base components would implement 

differences between devices and optimization techniques automatically. The developer 

would be able to manage this behavior through configuration or otherwise override 

functionality in her own developed components. 

Implementing the solution in this manner is a bit similar to Mobile JSF which was 

discussed in the previous chapter. While Mobile JSF provides some functionality we find 

necessary in this solution, it is not based on a JavaScript library for client scripting 

opportunities. Mobile JSF has some device management and media adaptation features, 

but its main goal is to provide custom render kits for example for XHTML-MP. Mobile 

JSF is more of a platform that solves the “rendering markup on the server for different 

devices” problem. Solving the problem in this manner it does not leverage the client 

scripting possibilities that present very serious opportunities in enhancing user 

experience. 

The approach we considered is very different from what MyMobileWeb offers. The 

idea in MyMobileWeb is to provide an intermediary markup for the developer. This is 

IDEAL 2 in the case of MyMobileWeb. Then it uses content generation to provide the 

page markup. It also takes care about separating business logic in order to prevent 

duplication. This is a very convenient approach, however with a different goal. The 

shortcoming here is that a developer comfortable with a certain server technology as JSF 

or ASP.NET has to learn one or several other languages to develop using this 

framework. Also, just as Mobile JSF it does not leverage any client scripting possibilities. 

This means that developers who need more functionality on the client, or support for 

things like touch screen events will have to write much more on top of the framework to 

get web applications that take advantage of a mobile device’s features. 

For the reasons discussed above our implementation represents a relatively small 

library consisting of some core features and a set of base components from which a 

client developer is supposed to extend his own components. Also, as part of the practical 

part we developed several demonstration components that offer some features of a 
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configuration application. Below is a graphical representation of what the resulting code 

is offering: 

 

Figure 5 Solution Main Features. 

3.1. View on Business Perspective 

The solution we propose is in providing the above features on a higher level in the 

application code itself, adding a client scripting component part that is managed by base-

component server code. From a business perspective, this way of solving the problem is 

usually very convenient both for a company that is a component vendor and for clients 

who buy web components. What we observed from our own experience in web 

development is that a company that specializes in web development will usually choose 

one of the two approaches: develop their key-features through components designed in-

house (usually for medium to large companies) or buy and reuse highly-customizable 

components from a trusted vendor. 

Buying components from a component vendor usually means importing a lot of core 

functionality code into your own solution. It is of a great benefit for both a component 

vendor and a client using the components to have “rendering to different devices” 

functionality integrated into the core of a component library. It is also natural for the 

code implementing this to be placed at the base of the component library. Even though, 

we find it perfectly acceptable for this solution to benefit from support offered by a 

framework like Java Server Faces or Mobile JSF. If the vendor is implementing 

components in-house, then it is even better to have the functionality adjusted exactly to 

the purpose of the components developed. 
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3.2. WURFL Integration and Device Profiling 

In order to provide support for more extensive data on the mobile devices accessing 

the application we decided to use the Wireless Universal Resource File (WURFL) [20]. 

WURFL is one of the most popular files used in order to enhance support of mobile 

devices in a certain server technology. For this purpose we decided to integrate the 

51degress.mobi foundation project [21], which is an open source project that provides 

WURFL data in ASP.NET. 

The only functionality that the 51degree.mobi foundation offers is to redirect mobile 

users to certain pages in the web application based on certain WURFL data. For 

example, the developer might use the is_tablet WURFL field to check whether the device 

is a tablet device and redirect users on first visit to pages located under the /Tablet web 

directory. This is however not usable for the approach that we considered. That is why 

we only took WURFL data as a basis for our solution. 

The next step was in creating a concept that we named device profiling. The idea of a 

device profile comes from the necessity to map a certain category of devices or a unique 

device to a certain way a component would render on this device. In order to make this a 

flexible mechanism we considered a hierarchic structure for device profiles. The solution 

that we came up with is based on XML configuration and is very flexible in the way a 

developer would define device profiles. 

Let us take an example of an approach to device profiling. A developer wants to 

define three different profiles for all the clients that visit her web application. She wants 

to consider desktop clients as a root profile, then all mobile clients as a child profile to 

desktop and all tablet computer clients as a child profile to desktop clients. This basically 

means that if a component cannot render a view for a mobile client, it will degrade to the 

root profile and render the markup for this profile. Below is the code for the profile the 

developer defines: 

<DeviceProfilesConfiguration> 

    <Profiles> 

      <DeviceProfile Name="Desktop" /> 

      <DeviceProfile Name="Mobile" ParentProfile="Desktop"> 

        <Capabilities> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_wireless_device" Value="true" /> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_tablet" Value="false" /> 

        </Capabilities> 

      </DeviceProfile> 

      <DeviceProfile Name="Tablet" ParentProfile="Desktop"> 

        <Capabilities> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_wireless_device" Value="true" /> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_tablet" Value="true" /> 

        </Capabilities> 

      </DeviceProfile> 

    </Profiles> 

  </DeviceProfilesConfiguration> 

Code Sample 2 Example of a Profile Configuration 

As you may observe the device profile has a name, optionally a parent profile and 

might have some WURFL capabilities defined. For the example above the Mobile profile 
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has the is_wireless_device capability set to true. A profile might have several WURFL 

capabilities defined to match a client. When the client starts a session, the application 

matches his profile to the closest profile that it finds by considering the values of its 

WURFL capabilities.  

The flexibility of this mechanism is in the fact that a developer manages the fallback 

for rendering through the way she defines the hierarchy above. Normally, for this 

example, a component would render for the desktop profile, however if it has rendering 

defined for a tablet profile and the client matched with it, then it would render different 

markup. 

3.2.1. Matching Clients to Profiles Algorithm 

After there is a certain fallback mechanism defined for a device profiles, the question 

is how would it be correct to match a client with a certain profile? When there are several 

WURFL Capabilities defined for each profile this becomes an even more interesting 

question. We decided to choose the following approach. After a client starts a session the 

matching algorithm will consider it has the root profile. Then if the root profile has any 

children, it will go through the children WURFL capabilities trying to match the best 

child profile. It will consider a child profile that has the maximum number of capabilities 

matching with the client’s WURFL data. Then the algorithm will continue to the children 

of this profile. The process stops when the device profile is a leaf in the structure.  

The figure below illustrates how a mobile phone user profile would match starting 

with the root desktop profile. It is easy to observe how the number of capabilities 

matched for a child profile determines the result in the algorithm. 

 

Figure 6 Device Profiling Matching for a Mobile Phone User 
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The next issue that a developer may confront is in how to support various operators 

with WURFL capabilities that are integers. For example, if the developer would need to 

match a profile for devices with a screen resolution width less or equal to 360. As the 

WURFL capabilities appear in either a string, boolean or integer value it is not difficult to 

add some support for inequalities. For this purpose we changed the object model to 

support several operators. The resulting configuration XML looks as the following. 

<DeviceProfilesConfiguration> 

    <Profiles> 

      <DeviceProfile Name="Desktop" /> 

      <DeviceProfile Name="Mobile" ParentProfile="Desktop"> 

        <Capabilities> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_wireless_device"> 

            <CapabilityValue ValueIs="Equal" Value="true" /> 

          </WURFLCapability> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_tablet" > 

            <CapabilityValue ValueIs="Equal" Value="false" /> 

          </WURFLCapability> 

        </Capabilities> 

      </DeviceProfile> 

      <DeviceProfile Name="Tablet" ParentProfile="Desktop"> 

        <Capabilities> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_wireless_device" > 

            <CapabilityValue ValueIs="Equal" Value="true" /> 

          </WURFLCapability> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_tablet" > 

            <CapabilityValue ValueIs="Equal" Value="true" /> 

          </WURFLCapability> 

        </Capabilities> 

      </DeviceProfile> 

    </Profiles> 

  </DeviceProfilesConfiguration> 

Code Sample 3 Example of Profile Configuration Supporting Inequality 

In conclusion we present a class diagram containing the main types responsible for 

device profiling. 

 

Figure 7 Main Types Responsible for Device Profiling 
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3.3. Supporting Content Optimization and Minification 

3.3.1. Minification Implementation 

The goal followed in regard to minification for this project was to provide on-the-fly 

minification and optimization of the content sent to the browser. As minification is a 

large feature to cover and develop if we would go through all the technical details, we 

used the YUI Compressor open-source package [22] for the implementation. This 

package is part of a larger set of packages that Yahoo offers as open-source resources for 

web development. It also offers libraries for all the major web development platforms. 

Minification is very specific to the content that is minified and it is a complex feature. 

Minification is also very error prone and it is very easy to break the content while 

implementing it. That is why it is better for a web developer to integrate a widely-used 

package instead of implementing it. This insures that the implementation is tested in 

between a large number of developers and follows the latest standards of the 

technologies in use. 

The intention in this project was to implement CSS and Javascript minification. A 

project that supports and integrates minification was added to the solution. It is using the 

YUI Compressor eventually to change the content. In order to integrate this with the 

concept of device profiles we added a node called Features to the profile configuration 

node. A feature is enabled for a profile in case this node is populated. In the picture 

below we present the example we had earlier with minification of CSS and Javascript 

enabled for the Mobile profile. 

<DeviceProfilesConfiguration> 

    <Profiles> 

      <DeviceProfile Name="Desktop" /> 

      <DeviceProfile Name="Mobile" ParentProfile="Desktop"> 

        <Capabilities> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_wireless_device"> 

            <CapabilityValue ValueIs="Equal" Value="true" /> 

          </WURFLCapability> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_tablet" > 

            <CapabilityValue ValueIs="Equal" Value="false" /> 

          </WURFLCapability> 

        </Capabilities> 

  <Features> 

          <Minification EnableJSMinification="true" 

EnableCssMinification="true" /> 

        </Features> 

      </DeviceProfile> 

      <DeviceProfile Name="Tablet" ParentProfile="Desktop"> 

        <Capabilities> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_wireless_device" > 

            <CapabilityValue ValueIs="Equal" Value="true" /> 

          </WURFLCapability> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_tablet" > 

            <CapabilityValue ValueIs="Equal" Value="true" /> 

          </WURFLCapability> 

        </Capabilities> 

      </DeviceProfile> 

    </Profiles> 

  </DeviceProfilesConfiguration> 

Code Sample 4 Supporting Minification for a Device Profile 
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Minification results in a change in the page’s head element. The following represents 

the head element for the Desktop profile where minification is not enabled. 

<head id="ctl00_ctl00_Head1"><title> 

 Annie J. Design 

</title><meta name="description" content="Your store meta description" 

/><meta name="keywords" content="Your store meta keywords" /><script 

type="text/javascript" src="web/scripts/sencha-touch-1.0.1a/sencha-touch-

debug.js"></script><script type="text/javascript" 

src="web/scripts/designer.js"></script><link 

href="App_Themes/VioletMysticalPlant/styles.css" type="text/css" 

rel="stylesheet" /> 

</head> 

Head element content for Desktop Profile 

When both CSS and Javascript minification are turned on, the head element is 

changed. It is rendered this time containing two temporary files for CSS and Javascript.  

<head id="ctl00_ctl00_Head1"><title> 

 Annie J. Design 

</title><meta name="description" content="Your store meta description" 

/><meta name="keywords" content="Your store meta keywords" /><script 

type="text/javascript" 

src="/D7929AF182B95FFCBADBBDDA6E9E46FA__b2ed0.js"></script><link 

rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" 

href="/8BB8F7CB81A14E896BF2F9AB778A0A36__5a7423.css" /> 

</head> 

Head element content for Mobile Profile 

The temporary files from the listing above are created by the minification project 

assembly on-the-fly when a mobile device sends the first request to the server. The files 

are stored on the server for a certain period of time that can be set in the web site 

configuration. They are also recreated on-the-fly in case the original sources change. This 

is achieved by creating a file dependency for the temporary minified sources with the 

source files. As you can observe, even only integrating a minification library into a project 

is not a trivial task as the specific implementation may greatly vary for what is to be 

achieved exactly and what technology is used on server. 

3.3.2. Implementation Details 

Let us take a look at how the features discussed are implemented in the minification 

project. When the client browser of a mobile device visits the web site for the first time, 

the solution determines the client profile following the WURFL capabilities declared. 

Then, following the features list, the solution determines whether minification for a 

resource has been enabled. For each CSS and Javascript file used in the page, the project 

will call the appropriate methods from the YUI Compressor to get a minified source. 

This source is saved and a file dependency with the original will be created to make sure 

the temporary file is replaced by a new minified source. The minified temporary file will 

still be renewed even if the source did not change when the cache time configured 

expires. 

A type called AJHeadAdapter will render a different head element, replacing the 

references to the original files with references to minified sources. Type AJMinification 

view-source:http://localhost/web/scripts/sencha-touch-1.0.1a/sencha-touch-debug.js
view-source:http://localhost/web/scripts/sencha-touch-1.0.1a/sencha-touch-debug.js
view-source:http://localhost/web/scripts/designer.js
view-source:http://localhost/App_Themes/VioletMysticalPlant/styles.css
view-source:http://localhost/D7929AF182B95FFCBADBBDDA6E9E46FA__b2ed0.js
view-source:http://localhost/8BB8F7CB81A14E896BF2F9AB778A0A36__5a7423.css
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HttpHandler will serve any of the requests referring to CSS or Javascript files after the 

page has been rendered for the client browser. We present the types found in namespace 

AJ.Web.Minification in the class diagram below. 

 

Figure 8 Main Types in the Minification Package 

It is easy to notice that type AJHeadAdapter and AJMinificationHttpHandler use 

MinificationConfigSection and the CombinedFile type to provide the minified content to the 

client browser. Basically, a check is done on the minification configuration by both 

AJHeadAdapter and AJMinificationHttpHandler for the resources that have to be minified. 

AJMinificationHttpHandler also uses the URLProcessor and FileTypeUtilities to provide the 

right temporarily stored content for the response. 

In order to show what the result of the change for the Mobile profile in Javascript and 

CSS is, we present two excerpts from the original and resulting sources alongside in the 

following listing: 

… 
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//Designer component 

AJ.Web.Controls.Designer = Ext.extend(Ext.Component, { 

    autoEl: { 

}, 

 

onRender: function () { 

    this.autoEl = Ext.apply({}, this.initialConfig, this.autoEl); 

    AJ.Web.Controls.Designer.superclass.onRender.apply(this, arguments); 

} 

 

}); 

 

Ext.ComponentMgr.registerType('Designer', AJ.Web.Controls.Designer); 

… 

 

… 

AJ.Web.Controls.Designer=Ext.extend(Ext.Component,{autoEl:{},onRender

:function(){this.autoEl=Ext.apply({},this.initialConfig,this.autoEl);

AJ.Web.Controls.Designer.superclass.onRender.apply(this,arguments)}})

;Ext.ComponentMgr.registerType("Designer",AJ.Web.Controls.Designer); 

… 

Code Sample 5 Example of Minified Source for Javascript 

Comparing with the original source, you can observe the comments and extra 

spacing disappearing in the code at the bottom. A similar result applies to the CSS 

example below: 

/*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~* 

 HTML GENERAL  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*/ 

* { margin:0; padding:0; } 

 

body 

{ 

    background:url(images/bg_body.gif) left top no-repeat #cccccc; 

     

    background-clip: border; 

    background-origin: border; 

    -moz-background-clip: border; 

    -moz-background-origin: border; 

    -webkit-background-clip: border; 

    -webkit-background-origin: border; 

     

    background-size: 100% auto; 

    -moz-background-size: 100% auto; 

    -webkit-background-size: 100% auto; 

     

 font-family: helvetica, sans-serif, arial; 

 font-size: 10px; 

 text-align: center; 

 color: #000000; 

} 

 

body{background:url(/App_Themes/VioletMysticalPlant/images/bg_body.gif) left 

top no-repeat #ccc;background-clip:border;background-origin:border;-moz-

background-clip:border;-moz-background-origin:border;-webkit-background-

clip:border;-webkit-background-origin:border;background-size:100% auto;-moz-

background-size:100% auto;-webkit-background-size:100% auto;font-

family:helvetica,sans-serif,arial;font-size:10px;text-

align:center;color:#000;} 

Code Sample 6 Example of Minified Source for CSS 
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If you look carefully at the last source example, you can even observe the high quality 

of minification for the YUI Compressor. In the last line of the style description the 

color: #000000; declaration transforms into a shorter color:#000;. These are details of 

minification that could not be achieved by a very simple CSS minifier. 

In conclusion for minification we can say that the actual implementation of it for this 

project could have been very different in the conditions that we are using it. We could 

have generated the sources into the project with a minification tool available and then 

find a way for the solution to know which one to use for each device profile. However, 

we think we used the best approach as no effort is required from a client developer when 

she is reusing the components developed. 

3.3.3. Combining Multiple Source Files 

Another feature that we found essential when it comes to optimization is limiting the 

number of sources that are linked to a certain page. Usually this is achieved by the web 

developer when she is designing the application. The developer would manually combine 

all the resources into one file in order to limit the number of HTTP requests needed for 

the mobile browser to completely load the page. Each HTTP request added with another 

source takes significantly more time to complete than doing the same in one HTTP 

request.  

The drawback of limiting the number of requests is that it becomes more difficult for 

the web developer to work on the sources. Achieving the same with an on-the-fly feature 

would be the perfect solution in this sense. That is why we decided to make this a feature 

that can be added to a device profile. The following listing shows how the profile would 

change in this case: 

<DeviceProfile Name="Mobile" ParentProfile="Desktop"> 

        <Capabilities> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_wireless_device"> 

            <CapabilityValue ValueIs="Equal" Value="true" /> 

          </WURFLCapability> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_tablet" > 

            <CapabilityValue ValueIs="Equal" Value="false" /> 

          </WURFLCapability> 

        </Capabilities> 

        <Features> 

          <Minification EnableJSMinification="false" 

EnableCssMinification="false" /> 

          <CombineFiles CombineJSFiles="true" CombineCssFiles="true" /> 

        </Features> 

      </DeviceProfile> 

Code Sample 7 Mobile Profile with Enabled CombineFiles Feature 

File combination is achieved by looking into the generated header source. All source 

files are found on the web server and combined according to type and if configuration of 

profile needs that. Eventually, the header is regenerated with only one file per resource. 

Again, file dependencies are used here in order to do the job only once - for the first 

device browsing the web site. 
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3.4. Custom Rendering for Profiles 

As the device profiles were very useful when applying optimization features for 

mobile browsers, the next obvious step is to use these possibilities in rendering custom 

interface for different profiles. In this section we will explain how this was designed and 

implemented in the base code for the components developed for this project. 

As each of the components is a descendant of the AJ.Web.Controls.Control class, we 

defined a virtual configuration object in this class. This corresponds to type 

ControlConfiguration. ControlConfiguration, in its turn, contains a set of View objects 

defined in the XML configuration. Each view has a profile name assigned. In the class 

diagram below you can see how these types are related. 

 

Figure 9 Views Configuration for Components 

There is another type that also appears in this diagram, called ControlPlaceHolder. 

The usual way to add a component on a page starts with adding a ControlPlaceHolder 

that refers to a component type to load. The ControlPlaceHolder acts as a place holder 

for the components and must have the component type defined. It starts by examining 

that component type and its base configuration. If ControlPlaceHolder finds a view 

corresponding to the current profile, then it will load it. In case a view is not found for 

the current profile, then it will try looking for the view corresponding to the profile from 

which the current profile descends. ControlPlaceHolder will search up the profile 

hierarchy and if no view was found for any of them, it will load the component defined 

in the ControlPlaceHolder. That means that the component defined in the 

ControlPlaceHolder is the view for the root device profile. 

The views that we have been talking in the last paragraph are in general not different 

from the other components. They can be component types derived from the base 
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component or otherwise types derived from Control. In the diagram below we illustrate 

how the search for a component to render occurs for the example we presented in the 

previous sections. In case a mobile phone is visiting the web site and there is no 

component to load for this profile, a fall-back will occur to the base profile’s component. 

 

Figure 10 Fall-back to Base Profile’s Component View 

As the correspondence between the device profile and the views is stored in XML 

configuration, we present a short example below, for a component called Design. 

<Designer> 

  <Views> 

   <ComponentView Profile="Mobile" View="AJ.Web.Controls.Designer_Mobile" /> 

   <ComponentView Profile="Tablet" View="AJ.Web.Controls.Designer_Tablet" /> 

  </Views> 

</Designer> 

Code Sample 8 Component Views Configuration 

The configuration for this component has two views specified corresponding to the 

Mobile and Tablet profiles. You can also find an example where the views feature is used 

in the demonstrator application in the next section. 
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4. Demonstrator Application Functional Evaluation 

In this section we are going to present the demonstrator application. This will include 

details about the code and some architectural decisions that have been taken. We also 

found it important to present the components developed for the demonstrator 

application, some details on the graphics that have been used in the demo and how these 

were developed. 

4.1. Overview of the Demonstrator 

The demonstrator application uses the lightweight platform developed previously 

and introduces several components built on top of it. It offers functionality that enables a 

user to configure a garment in the browser. This family of applications is very demanding 

on rich features, that is why it is very appropriate as a demonstrator for the features 

developed. 

One of the goals to be achieved for the demonstrator was the simulation of fabric 

change on the models. Another goal was to simulate the design of new models, where 

parts from the initial models can be changed in order to create a new model. The issue 

that we faced while starting to work on this thesis is that it was very difficult to find 

pictures of models that will suit this type of application. However, we got help with this 

from a clothes designer. Anna Julavscaia, who has been recently working on dresses for 

girls offered five dresses, designed in the same white fabric. Together with a professional 

photographer we have taken pictures of all of the initial five models on green 

background. 

The models were designed in a collection in such a way that parts can be exchanged 

during post processing to obtain new models. This makes them suitable for a 

configurator application. We have processed the pictures extracting the shading and 

breaking them into parts.  The result is a set of parts which we could also change the 

fabric for, as the shading from the white models can be applied on any other texture. In 

the next section explaining the components we will show how the models have been 

broken into parts in the configurator. 

4.2. Demo Components 

In order to explain the features of the demo components we are presenting a picture 

containing all the models in white as they look on the Collections page of the demonstrator 

web site. 
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Figure 11 Collections Page in Demonstrator Web Site 

The page looks generic to any website application that sells clothing. A more non-

typical way to choose a model is presented in the Design page. In the Design page of the 

demonstrator the model appears on the right, while the components for configuration 

appear on the left.  

We will try to present all of the sections of the Designer component. As you can 

observe in the next picture, it is separated into a menu on the left and on the right a 

component called PreviewSketch is used to configure the model. PreviewSketch contains a 

realistic picture of the part, a textual description and a small sketch helping to identify the 

design decision.The user previews any design while the mouse pointer is over a certain 

part sketch and updates the model with a click on the sketch. 

The Menu component and the PreviewSketch component exchange events in order to 

react to user actions. Then, on selection, the PreviewSketch component will send an event 

to the Model component in order to update it. 
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Figure 12 PreviewSketch Component View 

We would also like to present a class diagram showing the relation of these classes to 

the base classes in the framework developed earlier. As you can see from the class 

diagram, the components inherit from the base class. The PreviewSketch components 

also share their own base class where most of the code for the features is located. 

 

Figure 13 PreviewSketch Components 
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There are six options in total available in the configuration menu. The last 

component appearing on the Design page is the control rendering the model. This is a 

component based on the canvas browser object. Basically, it receives events from the 

Designer and displays the corresponding pictures located on the server. The following 

figure shows both components along. 

 

Figure 14 PreviewSketch and Model components 

Now let us have a look at how the Designer component was configured to be render 

on mobile. You can see in the sample below the configuration for the Designer 

component. This makes the Desktop profile render the picture presented before, while for 

the Mobile profile it will render type AJ.Web.Controls.Designer_Mobile. 

<Designer> 

  <Views> 

   <ComponentView Profile="Mobile" View="AJ.Web.Controls.Designer_Mobile" /> 

  </Views> 

</Designer> 

Code Sample 9 Designer Component Configuration 

Type AJ.Web.Controls.Designer_Mobile is derived from AJ.Web.Controls.Designer, 

making slight changes in the server rendering as well as the client code. For the device in 

portrait position it will show the Model component along with a button for the menu on 

its left. The PreviewSketch component will appear on top of the model when the user 

clicks on the button. In landscape position the interface will display the PreviewSketch 

component on the left as for the Desktop profile. The next figure shows both of the 

views.  
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Figure 15 Design Component on Android Phone 

4.3. Functional Evaluation and Optimization Results 

A large number of acceptance tests and logging of the choice of device profiles were 

performed during the development of the code for this thesis. We did not consider any 

unit testing for the code developed as the goals set for this work are mostly related to 

architecture and integration issues. The demonstrator application was considered a 

proof-of-concept application, which is why we did not involve more complex testing 

procedures there.  

The code written for the choice of device profiles, profiles configuration and 

matching to device capabilities was tested against three devices. We used the HTC Desire 

S, iPod Touch 4th generation and a Nokia C3 as three different devices to test the 

features developed. On the HTC Desire S, the standard HTC Browser was the client of 

choice. On the iPod Touch we used the Apple Safari web browser and the Opera Mini 

was used on the Nokia feature phone. On a desktop computer (Intel Core 2, 1.67 GHz 

with 3 GB memory) Internet Explorer 9, Mozilla Firefox 4 and Apple Safari 5 were used 

for testing purposes. All these browsers support HTML 5, CSS 3 and Javascript 1.8.5. 
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There are still some features of HTML 5 which are not covered by all the browsers; 

however the pages designed for these standards rendered well on these browsers. 

The tests were performed with different profile configurations. We present here the 

basic configuration that we followed in the previous chapters. The base profile here 

corresponds to a desktop browser. It has no capabilities declared. Then the Mobile 

profile, which is a child profile, contains two capabilities declared. Two capabilities are 

also declared in the Tablet profile that follows. The configuration makes sure that there is 

a clear difference in capabilities between the two child profiles. 

<DeviceProfilesConfiguration> 

    <Profiles> 

      <DeviceProfile Name="Desktop" /> 

      <DeviceProfile Name="Mobile" ParentProfile="Desktop"> 

        <Capabilities> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_wireless_device"> 

            <CapabilityValue ValueIs="Equal" Value="true" /> 

          </WURFLCapability> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_tablet" > 

            <CapabilityValue ValueIs="Equal" Value="false" /> 

          </WURFLCapability> 

        </Capabilities> 

  <Features> 

          <Minification EnableJSMinification="true" 

EnableCssMinification="true" /> 

        </Features> 

      </DeviceProfile> 

      <DeviceProfile Name="Tablet" ParentProfile="Desktop"> 

        <Capabilities> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_wireless_device" > 

            <CapabilityValue ValueIs="Equal" Value="true" /> 

          </WURFLCapability> 

          <WURFLCapability Name="is_tablet" > 

            <CapabilityValue ValueIs="Equal" Value="true" /> 

          </WURFLCapability> 

        </Capabilities> 

      </DeviceProfile> 

    </Profiles> 

  </DeviceProfilesConfiguration> 

Code Sample 10 Device Profiles used for Testing Purposes. 

For this case we obtain the Mobile profile matching for all three mobile devices we 

used. For the desktop computer the Desktop profile was matched. All three mobile 

devices can be found in the WURFL database. 

4.3.1. Content Optimization Results 

In this section we will shortly present the result of optimization for a single page in 

the demo web site. We chose a page containing more CSS and Javascript resources for 

this purpose. We used a very well-known plugin from the Mozilla Firefox community 

called HttpFox to do the measurements. In the following listing you can see the total 

amount of bytes transferred (right before the GET message) and the download time as 

second row on left side. These results consider the Desktop Profile that has no minification 

and file combine enabled. 

00:00:02.496 0.443 634 753365 GET 200 text/javascript

 http://localhost/web/scripts/sencha-touch-1.0.1a/sencha-touch-debug.js 
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00:00:02.542 0.464 604 10814 GET 200 text/javascript

 http://localhost/web/scripts/designer.js 

00:00:02.588 0.478 637 98494 GET 200 text/css

 http://localhost/App_Themes/VioletMysticalPlant/styles.css 

00:00:02.635 0.326 598 780 GET 200 text/javascript

 http://localhost/Scripts/public.js  

Code Sample 11 Response Time and Amount of Data for Desktop Profile 

The next listing shows the same statistics for the Mobile Profile with minification and 

file combine enabled for all resources. 

00:00:01.677 0.379 640 374874 GET 200 text/javascript

 http://localhost/D7929AF182B95FFCBADBBDDA6E9E46FA__b2ed0.js 

00:00:01.722 0.382 657 76160 GET 200 text/css

 http://localhost/8BB8F7CB81A14E896BF2F9AB778A0A36__5a7423.css 

Code Sample 12 Response Time and Amount of Data for Mobile Profile 

We insured that the test runs in the same conditions with respect to the server state. 

The code is compiled on the server and no files are cached in the browser for both cases. 

The total download time for the first case is 1.711 sec. and it is 0.761 sec. for the second 

case. The amount of data transferred is 863453 bytes and 451034 bytes respectively. The 

test has been performed with the minimal network response times as the page was 

loaded from localhost.  

This test is of course not showing detailed results in a realistic scenario, where the 

server is most likely far from the client in terms of network response time. Also, the 

demo website is so light, that almost any production application would contain much 

more data. That is why the data for a real scenario would show much bigger differences 

for the scenarios. In any case, this test is more than enough to convince what a big 

difference in bandwidth and response time minification and file combine can make.  

The difference between the scenarios is that about 55.52% more response time was 

wasted and 47.76% more data downloaded by the client browser on non-minified 

resources without file combine. This means about double the amount of time and 

possibly money for a user to spend on this particular website. These statistics would 

definitely show a much bigger difference for large production web applications. 
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5. Conclusions 

In this thesis we presented a short study on issues related to optimization of content 

rendering for mobile browsers.  We consider mobile browsers the ones that run on most 

of the modern mobile or tablet devices such as the Android browser, Firefox for mobile, 

Opera mobile, Safari mobile etc. After a research on these issues was performed, we 

considered several main improvements that can be addressed in the project developed 

for this thesis.  

The improvements include the use of the Wireless Universal Resource File 

(WURFL), a device capabilities database, in order to discriminate between mobile devices 

by a large amount of characteristics. This approach proves to be much more efficient 

than other approaches that were discussed in Chapter 1 as discrimination is performed 

on the largest amount of capabilities. These are all stored in a database that is regularly 

updated and largely in use by the development community. It is also based on open 

standards and not bound to any specific proprietary technology. 

We have introduced the concept of device profiles in order to give a simple way for a 

developer to group classes of devices in a simple, yet efficient way. The device profiles 

are arranged in a hierarchical structure and a fallback mechanism was defined for the 

components using the profiles. 

Several improvements based on device capabilities were introduced later, named 

features of a profile. These included minification of client script and CSS content, along 

with file combine features. This functionality was implemented as content post-

processing feature that performs the optimization on-the-fly. This approach proves to be 

much better than preparing optimized content in advance and storing it on the server as 

it does not impact the developers updating application functionality. The implementation 

integrates the YUI Compressor for complex minification functionality as this guarantees 

the best result in the correctness of the resulting content. 

Following the optimization improvements an approach to render different types for 

components for different device profiles was defined. This enables both the server and 

client side to be able to run different code for different device profiles. As the code 

resides in derived classes, this insures than no double-coding effort is performed. 

For the demonstrator application where we tested the features and tried to render 

some complex client scripting features most conclusions are towards the graphics used in 

the website. We have used simple two-dimensional graphics for the models, separating 

shading information obtained from the initial white models to create new designs. That 

introduced a lot of issues in the processing of these pictures when parts of the models 

were separated. It requires a lot of time for the processing. This approach seems to be 

realistic for a production application. However, it does need more software support and 
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testing to prove it usable for this kind of applications. We leave this for possible future 

research as it is out of the scope for this thesis. 
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